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This is an action-packed zombie apocalypse adventure novel.Roger Gilley is an ex-Airborne soldier

on a business trip to Washington, DC when a combination terrorist/rogue nation attack is launched

against the US. America is hit with a double whammy of nukes and bio-agents. The nation's

anti-missile defense shield stops most of the ICBMs, but no system is perfect.The bio-agent proves

insidious and spreads fast. By morning hordes of enraged "infected" swarm across the land. Roger

is desperate to get home to his wife, Jenny, and their pre-teen children. He is dealt a terrible

setback when he gets caught up in the government's evacuation.Finding himself more than halfway

across the country, Roger begins his long, arduous journey home to his family. Two other

ex-soldiers join him to escape the suddenly tyrannical Feds. Roger, Mike, and Charlie have no idea

the hell America has become until they face the roaming savages and insatiable zombies wandering

the land.Meanwhile, down home in Georgia, Jenny has her own problems. She has two small

children to feed and protect. They are trapped atop a mountain, surrounded by zombies and mobs

of starving savages. She doesn't know if Roger is coming home, or already dead. And they are

starting to run out of ammo.This is the first book in an exciting new series set in the Total Apoc

Post-Apocalyptic world.About the Author:TW Gallier was born in Beaumont, Texas. He served 7

years in an Armored Cavalry Regiment (11th ACR Blackhorse Regiment), learning no useful skills.

After the Army he went back to school to study electronics, figuring that would be a profession with

job security. In 2008 he was laid off. It wasnâ€™t the first time or last time he was wrong. But while

in school, and holding down a full time job, he began writing in his spare time. In the mid-nineties he

had his first short story sale and publication. He shares his life with his wife and their dogs.
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This is definitely worth the read. The story starts with the main character in DC and his family in

Atlanta when the zombie virus strikes. The main character was former military and managed to join

up with military and police fighting in DC thinking they were headed to a base in KY. To his dismay

in the air they change to Salt Lake City due to the KY base falling. Once settled in he begins his

fight back across the country to his wife and two sons. Luckily he has both Mike and Charlie to help

him battle back across the country. His wife, Jenny, also has a simultaneous storyline going on

where they have bugged out to their home in the mountains of northern Georgia. The small

community there has banded together to fight off both the zombies and the other desperate

survivors. Just a very good overall read.

I really literally didn't want to put this one down. There was action from start to finish and I really

mean action. I like the way this went since it wasn't stationary, they were constantly on the move

and constantly fighting to the end. Loved the characters, they jelled really well. I can't wait for the

next installment. Well done, great, great job.

i really enjoy this book wow the action was none stop if ever this happen i want to be with roger

mike and charlie since charlie is my real name i want to be bad ass just like him except im a girl but

really if you like action packed books then this is your book as a up and coming author this dude

rocks i see he had a few books out i may have read them and forgot i read a lot so if he isnt up and

coming im sorry but all that matters is this is a great book and worth what u pay. since i read alot ive

decided that tge books i reallh like i would leave a sm review since that author gave me a gift i

would in return take time to rate them and leave a sm review they deserve notice for a job well done

cuz if we hate a book we leave a bad review so now ill leave a thanks for the journey after all they

may enjoy writing but im sure its not easy so to those of you like me love to read please leave a



thanks for the journey review without these talented ppl we would be bored

TW Gallier did it again! I really enjoyed the first three books and now he's back with new characters.

Roger and Jenny are a husband and wife on different sides of the country and they have to get back

together. But of course the zombie apocalypse gets in the way. I enjoy this action style which is

sprinkled throughout with some humor and a lot of emotion. Can't wait for the next book!

Enthralling action packed beyond the norm tale of Zombies and the lives effected. The challenges

are real like and the story drives you to keep reading to find whAt will happen next. A very exciting

enjoyable read that is developed into a great story.

I chose a five because the Story was able to hold my interest and keep me entertained. The

characters were intereszing and beliveable. I will be reading the next book right away, as soon as I

finish this review.
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